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Abstract
We determine thermodynamic stability conditions in terms of Helmholtz and Gibbs ener-
gies for sI clathrate hydrates with CH4 and CO2 at 278 K. Helmholtz energies are relevant for
processing from porous rocks (constant volume), while Gibbs energies are relevant for pro-
cessing from layers on the ocean floor (constant pressure). We define three steps leading to
hydrate formation, and find Helmholtz energy differences from molecular simulations for two
of them using grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations at constant temperature and volume;
while the third step was calculated from literature data. The Gibbs energy change for the
same steps are also determined. From the variations in the total Helmholtz and Gibbs energies
we suggest thermodynamic paths for exchange of CH4 by CO2 in the isothermal hydrate, for
constant volume or pressure, respectively. We show how these paths for the mixed hydrate
can be understood from single-component occupancy isotherms, where CO2 , but not CH4 ,
can distinguish between large and small cages. The strong preference for CH4 for a range of
compositions can be explained by these.
1 Introduction
Over the last years, it has become increasingly clear that a substantial part of the world’s gas
resources is connected to sI clathrate hydrates, or more simply, hydrates. These occur either in the
form of layers, say on the ocean floor, but also inside porous rocks.1,2 In the first case, the pressure
will be constant, while in the last case, the hydrate is confined in a constant volume. Efficient
processing depends on stability information for both conditions. Stability criteria for hydrates
under various conditions are therefore of central interest, giving a motivation for the present work,
started recently.3
The formation of a hydrate containing methane and carbon dioxide from its fluid components
can be we written as:
[NCH4 +NCO2 +NH2O]fluid⇋ [(NCH4 +NCO2) ·NH2O]hydrate (1)
2
where NCH4 , NCO2 and NH2O are the number of methane, carbon dioxide and water molecules,
respectively. The composition reflects a one-phase region in the phase diagram (REF). The gases
will be referred to as guest molecules from now on. The subscripts fluid and hydrate indicates the
phase which is formed by the corresponding number of CH4 , CO2 and H2O molecules. In partic-
ular, subscript hydrate means that the molecules form a sI hydrate, while subscript fluid means that
the same number of molecules form a disordered, essentially fluid phase (in the proper range of
compositions). A negative or zero Helmholtz energy difference means that the hydrate is stable at
constant volume, while a negative or zero Gibbs energy difference provides a stability criertion for
constant pressure. Both criteria apply at constant temperature.
Knowledge of the stability of a hydrate with a mixture of gases, relative to pure gas hydrates,
can furthermore be used to decide whether the idea of processing CH4 , while storing CO2 , is
feasible for conditions which are interesting from a practical perspective. The aim of this work
is to provide quantitative information on the possibility of this exchange, which has been studied
experimentally,4 and which is now on the point of being realized in Alaska.5
For computational purposes, it is convenient to divide the hydrate formation (??) into three
steps (REFS?):
[NCH4 +NCO2 +NH2O]fluid⇋ [NCH4 +NCO2 ]gas +[NH2O]fluid (2a)
[NH2O]fluid⇋ [NH2O]hydrate (2b)
[NCH4 +NCO2]gas +[NH2O]hydrate⇋ [(NCH4 +NCO2) ·NH2O]hydrate (2c)
The first step describes desorption of gas molecules from fluid water. In the second step, a pure
hydrate network is formed from fluid water. The empty hydrate is not stable, so this step is hypo-
thetical. In the third step, the guest molecules of CO2 and/or CH4 are encapsulated into the empty
cages of the clathrate from the gas phase.
The Helmholtz energy difference for step (??) was reported earlier.3 In this paper we will add
information on the two other steps, Eq. (??) and Eq. (??), in order to obtain thermodynamic infor-
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mation on the total formation reaction (??). We shall obtain the Helmholtz energy of the first step
by molecular simulations, and the second step by literature data. When added to previous results
we obtain the stability criterion, ∆rF , for hydrate formation at constant volume and temperature
(hydrate formation in porous rocks). Building on these data, we shall determine the Gibbs energy
difference ∆rG of the formation (??), relevant for gas processing from the ocean floor. The details
of the thermodynamic calculations are given in Section [2].
We introduce the following symbols for the energy differences: ∆ f F , ∆wF , and ∆hF . Here
∆ f F denotes the difference between the Helmholtz energy of fluid water [NH2O]fluid with a gas
phase containing of NCH4 and NCO2 molecules and the Helmholtz energy of the fluid with dissolved
gas(es), [NCH4 +NCO2 +NH2O]fluid, i.e. the Helmholtz energy of the step (??).
The symbol ∆wF is the difference in the Helmholtz energy of the metastable hydrate structure,
consisting of NH2O water molecules, and the fluid water with the same number of water molecules,
i.e. the Helmholtz energy of the step (??). Finally, ∆hF is the difference between the Helmholtz
energy of the hydrate with a mixed gas encaged, [(NCH4 +NCO2) ·NH2O]hydrate and the Helmholtz
energy of an empty hydrate [NH2O]hydrate with a gas phase containing NCH4 and NCO2 molecules,
i.e. the Helmholtz energy of step (??).
The Helmholtz energy ∆rF of reaction (??) is equal to the sum
∆rF = ∆ f F +∆wF +∆hF (3)
The processes in (??) and in (??) can be compared to adsorption of small molecules in porous
materials such as zeolites and metal organic frameworks, for which grand-canonical Monte Carlo
(GCMC) simulations have been used extensively.6–10 The GCMC simulations, estalished for step
(??),3 were identical to those used to study adsorption in zeolites. The procedures will be also used
here to simulate ∆ f F , while ∆wF for the (??) will be taken from data in the literature. The values
of the Helmholtz energy differences will next be used to find the corresponding Gibbs energy
differences of the steps (??) - (??) using data from the literature.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section [2] we present the thermodynamic relations which
give the Helmholtz energy and the Gibbs energy. The details of the simulations are specified in
Section [3]. In Section [4] we provide the results and discuss their implications. In particular, we
discuss the feasibility of a thermodynamic path which favors the exchange of CO2 with CH4 in
hydrates.
2 Thermodynamics
Consider first a hydrate phase in a closed volume, V , and constant temperature, T . The number
of water molecules Nw is fixed. The relevant thermodynamic potential to analyze, is then the
Helmholtz energy.
The Helmholtz energy difference can be determined for each step in Eq. (2) given the tem-
perature, volume, and numbers of molecules: (T,V,Nw,NCH4,NCO2). In the simulations, we keep
the temperature, volume and number of water molecules fixed, and control the chemical potentials
of the guest components. The Helmholtz energy becomes then a function of the number of guest
components NCH4 and NCO2 . Eq. (??) can be specified as
∆rF(NCO2,NCH4) = ∆ f F(NCO2,NCH4)+∆wF +∆hF(NCO2,NCH4) (4)
We have earlier calculated the Helmholtz ∆hF of step (2c), and are now interested in step (??).
The Helmholtz energy of liquid water with dissolved gases is equal to11
F =−pV +µw Nw +µCH4 NCH4 +µCO2 NCO2 (5)
where p is the pressure in the fluid, and µw, µCH4 and µCO2 are the chemical potentials of water,
methane and carbon dioxide, respectively. The number of water molecules is fixed to the number
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used to construct the hydrate phase. For step (??), we have
−∆ f F = F(NCH4,NCO2)−F(0,0) (6)
Following the same procedure as in,12 see,3 we obtain
−∆ f F = µ∗CH4 NCH4 +µ
∗
CO2 NCO2 −
∫ µ∗CH4
−∞
NCH4 dµCH4 −
∫ µ∗CO2
−∞
NCO2 dµCO2 (7)
where µ∗CH4 and µ
∗
CO2 are chemical potentials specified by a reference phase.
We shall here vary the chemical potentials µCH4 and µCO2 of the guest components, in order
to vary the number of the guest molecules in the fluid NCH4(µCH4,µCO2) and NCO2(µCH4 ,µCO2).
The computational scheme we use includes a reference gas phase, which is in equilibrium with the
guest gas inside the simulation box. The pressure of this reference gas phase is determined by the
chemical potentials of the guest components. We consider the system at a hydrostatic pressure p
equal to the pressure of the reference gas phase.
The Gibbs energy difference can be determined for each step in Eq. (2) from the corresponding
Helmholtz energies via the Legendre transformation:
∆ f G(p,yCO2) = ∆ f F(NCO2(p,yCO2),NCH4(p,yCO2))+ p∆Vf (p,yCO2)
∆hG(p,yCO2) = ∆hF(NCO2(p,yCO2),NCH4(p,yCO2))+ p∆Vh(p,yCO2)
(8)
The notation NCO2(p,yCO2) and NCH4(p,yCO2) is used to indicate, that the number of the guest
molecules in the fluid or hydrate phases are now functions of gas pressure, p, and the mole fraction
yCO2 of CO2 in the reference gas phase (the mole fraction of CH4 is yCH4 = 1−yCO2). Furthermore,
∆Vf and ∆Vh are changes in unit cell volumes relative to the volume that defines F , when we apply
a particular pressure p, with mole fraction yCO2 of the reference gas phase.
The functions V (p,yCO2) are given by equations of state. For the hydrate, we have the standard
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Birch-Murnagham equation of state.13,14
p(V ) =
3
2
K
[
ε7/3− ε5/3
]
(9)
where K is the isothermal bulk modulus, ε ≡V0/V is the compression factor and V0 is the hydrate
volume at zero pressure. For the fluid the Peng-Robinson EOS is used.15
The Gibbs energy change of step (??) can be determined analogously to Eq. (??). In this case
the reference gas pressure is zero, and the Gibbs energy change becomes equal to the Helmholtz
energy change, leading to
∆wG = G[NH2O]hydrate
−G[NH2O]fluid = F[NH2O]hydrate −F[NH2O]fluid = ∆wF (10)
where F[NH2O]hydrate
is the Helmholtz energy of zero-occupancy hydrate and F[NH2O]fluid is the Helmholtz
energy of the pure water, and corrspondingly for G. The Gibbs energy of the hydrate was calcu-
lated by Wierzchowski and Monson.12 The Gibbs energy of the fluid can be obtained from the
Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR-EOS) with the ideal gas reference state:16
F[NH2O]fluid
=−RT ln
[
eV
NΛ3
(
1− BN
V
)]
− 1
2
√
2
A
B
ln
[
1+
2
√
2BN
V +BN(1−
√
2)
]
(11)
Here, A and B are the PR-EOS constants for water. Eq. (??) can now be specified as
∆rG(p,yCO2) = ∆ f G(p,yCO2)+∆wG+∆hG(p,yCO2) (12)
The notation for the differences in Gibbs energy follows the one used for the Helmholtz energy.
3 Simulation details
We performed GCMC (µV T ) simulations of CH4 , CO2 and H2O in a box of fixed volume. The
reference gas phase contained and the guest molecules only. The volume of the box was equal
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to the volume of a 2x2x2 unit cell of sI hydrate, which has 64 cages. The cubic unit cell has
a lattice parameter of 12.03 Å,17 so the box size is 24.06 Å. The system becomes equilibrated
rather quickly, typically after 300-500 cycles. The number of cycles, during which the statistics
for averaging is accumulated, was equal to 5000. The number of MC moves per cycle was equal
to the number of particles of each component in the system, minimum 20.
All simulations were performed at 278 K. Pressure and fugacities varied in the range 104 Pa to
109 Pa. The value of the bulk modulus K of a hydrate was 9 GPa.13
During the simulation, the guest molecules in the box are being equilibrated with the molecules
in the reference phase. The chemical potential of the i-th component directly follows from its
fugacity fi:18 µi(T, fi) = µ0i (T )+ kB T ln( fi/ f 0), where µ0i and f 0 are ideal gas reference values,
which do not affect the calculated values of ∆rF and ∆rG. For pure components, fugacities were
found from pressures using the Peng-Robinson equation of state. This procedure describes the
pressure of the gas phase well, far from the critical point and was found to be rather accurate for the
description of experimental data.15 Furthermore, it corresponds well to the interaction potentials
used9 for CO2 and CH4. The values of the critical temperature, critical pressure and the accentric
factor used in PR-EOS for CO2 and CH4 are9 respectively, 304.1282 K and 190.564 K, 7377300.0
Pa and 4599200.0 Pa, 0.22394 and 0.01142. The corresponding values for water used in the PR-
EOS are9 647.14 K, 22064000.0 Pa and 0.3443.
For mixtures, we applied the Lewis-Randall rule19 to convert pressures into fugacities, from
their pure phase values to mixture values. The procedure is not exact as the mixture of methane
and carbon dioxide behaves as a regular solution.20 However, it is common to approximate the
mixture as an ideal solution21 because the excess enthalpy is small.
We used the TIP5PEw model of water.22 The description of the guest molecules was taken
from the TraPPE force field.23 We used the LJ interaction potential, truncated and shifted to zero
at 12 Å. The parameters of the potential are specified in Table [1] and the parameters of atoms
are specified in Table [2]. Ewald summation was used with24 a relative precision 10−6 and alpha
convergence parameter 0.265058 Å−1.
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The value of G[NH2O]clathrate
referred to Gibbs energy of an ideal gas, was given by12 as -38.67
kJ/mol water for a 2x2x2 lattice at 241.5 K and 102.9 bar. This pressure leads, according to
Eq. (??), to the value F[NH2O]clathrate equal to -124.96 kJ/mol for 2x2x2 lattice or -15.62 kJ/(mol
of unit cell) (ideal gas reference). We assumed that the temperature variation over 35 K is small
(see discussion below). Eq. (??) leads to F[NH2O]fluid equal to -40.79 kJ/(mol of unit cell) using
the same reference state. The energy difference for step (2b) becomes, according to Eq. (??),
∆wF = ∆wG = 25.17 kJ/mol.
Semi-grand canonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed3 of the liquid water
mixture, where we specified the number of water molecules Nw to be equal to the number in
the constructed hydrate. In the 2x2x2 unit cell there are 368 water molecules which are initially
placed randomly in the box (one unit cell has 46 water molecules). Furthermore, we specified
the fugacities of the guest components fCO2 and fCH4 and calculated the loading of the guest
components NCO2 and NCH4 . The Helmholtz energy of the fluid mixture was calculated from the
absorption isotherm according to Eq. (??) and the Gibbs energy of step (2a) was calculated from
Eq. (??). In our GCMC simulations the guest molecules were allowed to change their position
and orientation. They were also subjected to Regrow, Swap, and Identity change25 MC moves.
Furthermore, unlike in the simulations of the hydrate,3 the positions of the water molecules were
not fixed: they were also allowed to change their position and orientation.
4 Results and discussion
In the presentation of the results for the water fluid phase, we shall use the "‘cell loading"’ as a
composition measure. The "‘cell loading"’ means the number of molecules per unit cell, [m./u.c.],
equal to the number of gas molecules dissolved per 46 water molecules. This makes possible a
direct comparison with results3 for guest molecules in hydrate lattices. The hydrate lattice has a
maximum number of 8 positions for guest molecules.
The cell loading, defined in this manner, was plotted in Figure [1] as a function of pressure
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and fugacity for CO2 and CH4 pure gas phase. The loading profile at the constant temperature
may be regarded as the fluid isotherm. We note that, unlike for the hydrate phase, more than 8
molecules can fit in the same volume when water is in the fluid phase. This is expected when the
water molecules can move freely within the box, without forming cages.
By integrating these isotherms using Eq. (??), we obtained ∆ f F . Figure [2] shows the Helmholtz
energy per 46 water molecules (i.e. per mole of unit cell), for fluids with CO2 +H2O or CH4 +H2O
, as a function of guest loading. The Helmholtz energy difference decreases with the number of
molecules adsorbed in both cases. One can also see that the Helmholtz energy difference for the
CO2 +H2O fluid is significantly lower than that of the CH4 +H2O fluid, over the whole range of
compositions, meaning that CO2 +H2O is more stable, when we compare states with the same
volume. Also, the difference in the curves for hydrate and fluid phase is smaller for CO2 than for
CH4 . Both properties can be attributed to the polar character of CO2 and is in agreement with
experimental findings at 277 K and 8.2 MPa.26
By comparing the Helmholtz energy of the fluid and hydrate phases for each of the guest com-
ponents (see Figure [3]), we see that the value of the Helmholtz energy for the hydrate phase is
always lower than the value of the fluid phase. This theoretical results is supported by observa-
tions26 that hydrates form at 278 K and between 104-109 Pa.
We present the Helmholtz energy of the mixture CO2 +CH4 in the fluid and in the hydrate in
terms of loading of each component in Figure [4]. The figure shows results for the fluid and hydrate
phases. Because the total number of molecules per unit cell is less than or equal to 8 in the hydrate
phase, the top right corner of Figure [4(b)] is empty. The points on the diagonal correspond to
the total loading slightly higher than 8. This leads to the value of the Helmholtz energy for these
points much higher than the one for the maximum allowed loading of 8 molecules (this is also the
case for the total Helmholtz energy presented in the next paragraph). There is no such restriction
for fluid phase, as is seen in Figure [4(a)]. Increasing the loading both in the hydrate and in the
fluid decreases the Helmholtz energy difference, i.e. both phases become relatively more stable.
These data are used to calculate the total Helmholtz energy difference for the whole reaction (??).
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The Helmholtz energy for the whole reaction (??) is plotted in Figure [5] as a function of the
hydrate loading. The lowest value is reached at high loading, consistent with the findings presented
in Figure [1]. This suggests that a fully occupied hydrate can form at a particular volume and
temperature. The compositions for which ∆rF = 0, are equilibrium compositions for gases in
equilibrium with the volume-constrained hydrate. These compositions, which can be found by
experiment and used to test our calculations, correspond to a total loading of 3-6 molecules per
unit cell (the light blue region in the figure). Stevens et al.4 found that hydrates with a mixture of
methane and carbon dioxide formed at 277 K and 8.3 MPa.
The Gibbs energy for reaction steps (2a) and (2c) are plotted in Figure [6]. To provide a link
between operating conditions and hydrate stability questions, the results are represented by p-y
diagrams, where p is the pressure of the reference gas corresponding to the components’ chemical
potentials, and yCO2 is the mole fraction of CO2 in the reference gas phase. In the present calcu-
lations, gases were in equilibrum with the hydrate at the pressure of the reference phase. In a real
situation, the equilibrium is established at a hydrostatic pressue. The fluid phase is more stable at
higher pressures (above 107 Pa) than at lower pressures. Typical operating pressures are around
107 Pa.
Finally, the Gibbs energy change of the total reaction (??) is plotted in Figure [7]. This is the
quantity which decides on the direction of the formation of hydrates at constant temperature and
pressure. When ∆rG is negative, the direction of the reaction is from the left to the right. When
∆rG is positive, the reaction goes from the right to the left. We see from Figure [7] that ∆rG < 0
when the pressure lies between 105 and 107 Pa over the whole range of mole fractions of CO2. This
is where formation of hydrate is favorable at constant p and T . At low pressures ∆rG is positive
and the hydrate will dissociate at any mole fraction of CO2. When ∆rG = 0, we have equilibrium
for the formation reaction (??). These values should be observable in experiments.
In ref.3 we speculated about a possible thermodynamic path to convert the methane hydrate to
the carbon dioxide hydrate, based on data for step (2c) only. From the p-y diagram of the Helmholtz
energy for the hydrate with a mixture of gases,3 we concluded that there exists a region of negative
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energies across which it might be possible to go from pure methane hydrate to pure carbon dioxide
hydrate. According to that path one should first decrease the pressure in a (high-pressure) deposit
of methane hydrate to a value in the range of 106-107 Pa. This is the pressure range where all small
clathrate cages are empty, and methane begins to de-occupy the large cages. The large cages can
then be filled with the carbon dioxide molecules without extra energy. Therefore, it was suggested
to gradually increase the fraction of CO2 , keeping the pressure fixed. (Increasing the pressure
would increase the energy required to put the CO2 molecule in the small cage, while decreasing
the pressure would destabilize the clathrate.) After all of the methane had been exchanged with
carbon dioxide, we proposed to increase the pressure to fill the entire clathrate with carbon dioxide.
With Figures [5] and [7] we can now test this hypothesis for the whole reaction for the total reaction
(1) under various conditions.
The Gibbs energy change of the total reaction, shown in Figure [7], is zero for pressures around
105 Pa. It means that below this pressure the reaction (??) will go from the right to the left, i.e.
a stable hydrate is not possible. In contrast, for the pressures larger than 105 Pa, the formation
reaction will progress from the left to the right, which means that a stable hydrate can exist. If we
start with fully occupied methane hydrate, we are in the top left corner. The pressure can be reduced
to 106 Pa, keeping a methane hydrate stable. The small cages will be first emptied, and the large
cages will also begin to be de-occupied as we decrease the pressure. If now one increases the mole
fraction of CO2 in the reference gas phase, ∆rG will be almost as low at all mole fractions of CO2
as at zero mole fraction of CO2 . Increasing the CO2 mole fraction at another value of the pressure
may still keep the hydrate stable (∆rG < 0), but will decrease its relative stability compared to the
pressure of 106 Pa. In particular, increasing the CO2 mole fraction at the highest pressure, when
the hydrate is fully occupied, may lead to the state at which the hydrate will become unstable.
When all methane is replaced with carbon dioxide in large cages through this mechanism, one can
start increasing the pressure. This will lead to CO2 occupation of the small cages as well, until the
hydrate becomes fully occupied. The path described is therefore feasible.
In Figure [5] the equilibrium line with ∆rF = 0 corresponds to a total loading of the hydrate
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of 3 molecules per unit cell for pure CH4 , and 6 molecules per unit cell with pure CO2 . The
last value is the same as the number of large cages, which indicates that this is an upper bound for
equilibrium with CO2 . To have only 3 cages filled with CH4 , means that the remaining cages can
be filled with CO2 . We know that the larger cages are filled first. During this process, reaction (??)
will be in equilibrium, while the total composition will change. The picture in terms of loading
reveals the mechanism according to which the exchange could happen.
The value of ∆wG was taken from the literature12 at slightly different conditions than ours. A
change in its value will shift ∆rG or ∆rF by a constant. We see from Figures [5] and [7] that shift
up to 50 kJ/mol will not alter the conclusions above. Taking into account that the value of ∆wG is
25.17 kJ/mol, we can conclude that it is safe to use this value.
To summarize; we have found that it seems feasible, based on thermodynamic arguments, that
CH4 can be processed while CO2 can be stored, for process operating conditions where V,T or p,T
are constant. We have determined regions where the exchange is spontaneous or can be perturbed
by shifting equilibria. This can give theoretical support to field test now being carried our in
Alaska.5
The equilibrium relations, which derive from the results, can be tested in the laboratory, to
establish the accuracy of the modeling. Experimental tests should expose the hydrate at equilibrium
to a varying external gas pressure. By decreasing the pressure of the gas mixture, one may bring a
pure CH4 hydrate first to a step where all small and a few large cages are empty. At this moment,
one may start to add CO2 until all large cages are filled, gradually forcing CH4 out. When no CH4
is left in the hydrate, one may increase the pressure back to the starting one, to obtain a pure CO2
hydrate. The actual values of the operating pressures may differ from the ones predicted here due
to conditions not used here, but imposed by the real system, for instance variations in rock porosity
and surface conditions.
From the kinetic point of view it may, however, be complicated to perform an exchange of one
type of molecules with another in a hydrate. Unlike in zeolites, a hydrate does not have empty
channels for molecules to traverse. One way to realize the exchange in hydrates, could be by first
13
distorting the clathrate structure.27
5 Conclusions
We have presented results for thermodynamic stability of sI hydrate formation with CO2 and CH4 .
The formation was considered as three consecutive steps, where the last one was discussed earlier.3
We performed missing grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations, and obtained Helmholtz and
Gibbs energy criteria for hydrate formation. The results suggest that there exist at constant V,T ,
and at constant p,T , a thermodynamic path which favors the formation of CO2 hydrate from the
CH4 hydrate. We expect that the route proposed can be tested experimentally. This would give
valuable information for the processing of gas hydrates from porous rocks or bulk layers on the
ocean floor.
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Figure 3: Helmholtz energy difference of steps (??) (fluid) and (??) (hydrate) for (a) CO2 +water
(b) CH4 +water at 278 K and constant volume as a function of the number of guest molecules per
unit cell. 17
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Figure 4: Helmholtz energy difference of steps (??) (a) and (??) (b) as computed by Eq. (??)
for the CO2 +CH4 gas mixture at 278 K and constant volume as a function of the loading the
components.
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CO2 +CH4 gas mixture at 278 K as a function of the reference gas pressure and mole fraction of
CO2 in the reference gas phase.
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Figure 7: Gibbs energy difference of the formation reaction (??) for the CO2 +CH4 gas mixture
at 278 K as a function of the reference gas pressure and mole fraction of CO2 in the reference gas
phase.
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Table 1: Parameters of the LJ interaction potential between C and O atoms in CH4, CO2 and
H2O molecules.9
atomic pairs Kε/(kB) σ /Å
CCH4 - CCH4 158.50000000 3.72000000
CCH4 - CCO2 68.87985475 3.23237650
CCH4 - OCO2 116.52842617 3.36866350
CCH4 - OH2O 119.11459189 3.40850000
CCO2 - CCO2 28.12900000 2.76000000
CCO2 - OCO2 47.59000000 2.89000000
CCO2 - OH2O 51.76401128 2.92087650
OCO2 - OCO2 80.50700000 3.03300000
OCO2 - OH2O 87.57246641 3.05716350
OH2O - OH2O 89.51600000 3.09700000
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Table 2: Mass m, charge q and atom size r in CH4, CO2 and H2O molecules.9 The atoms i and j
are considered as ’bonded’ if the distance between the atoms is smaller than 0.56 Å +ri + r j.
atoms m / 1.6605402×10−27 kg q / 1.60217733×10−19 C r / Å
CCH4 16.04246 0.0 1.00
CCO2 12.0 0.6512 0.720
OCO2 15.9994 -0.3256 0.68
OH2O 15.9994 0.0 0.5
HH2O 1.008 0.241 1.00
Dummy HH2O 0.0 -0.241 1.00
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